
Heavenly Stitches
2696 Greely Chapel Rd. Lima, Ohio 45804

419-979-0218

Date:_____________________


Name:_____________________________________


Phone Number:_____________________________


Requested Finish Date:_____________________ 
Rush fee for quilts due in less 2 weeks: $25

Quilt Description: 
Color, Fabrics, Pattern, etc. 

Size:______x______=_______________________ sq inches


Backing Fabric Size __________x __________

Quilting Pattern:

All-over: $0.02 x sq inch =____________________

Custom: $0.04-$0.09 x sq inch =______________

Thread Type: 

(Cone cost is $33.25. Quilt may or may not take an entire cone)

Batting (Customer provided Y or N?):

I authorize the work listed above to be done on my quilt, and I understand that I am financially 
responsible for prompt and timely payment of the cost of services rendered by Heavenly Stitches, LLC 
and for all the materials used in this process. I also recognize that the maximum liability of Heavenly 
Stitches, LLC is stated in the guaranty language on the reverse of this form. Heavenly Stitches is not 
responsible for any damage to the quilt from any cause that is beyond their control. I also understand 
that it is my responsibility to ensure that my quilt is square and flat. If it is not square and flat it 
could lead to tucks in the fabric when quilting.

Total from back:


Estimated Total (not including tax):

Signature:___________________________________________________________________Date:_____________

August 2020 revision

Cost

Cost

Cost

Cost

__________________________


$_________________________



Dear Quilter, 
We at Heavenly Stitches, LLC value our professional reputation very highly and will treat your project as 
though it were our own. 

If you would like to make any changes to the quilting pattern, thread(s), etc., that are noted on the front 
of this contract, please let me know as soon as possible. Once work has begun on your quilt, any 
changes made by you will be made at your additional expense. You will be charged for time spent to 
prepare the quilt for the changes which you are requesting. There will be a $40 per hour charge for 
preparing your quilt for your changes, including the removal of any or all the stitching already 
completed. 

If you loan your quilt project for public display or enter it in a show, please give the courtesy of crediting 
Heavenly Stitches, LLC as the machine quilter. 

We at Heavenly Stitches, LLC are more than happy to help you decide the quilting pattern, design, and 
thread choices for your quilt. If you leave the pattern, design, and thread choices up to us, please 
understand that YOU have made that choice. As professional longarm quilters we will execute our 
choices to the best of our ability. 

Our Guarantee: If there is a problem with the quilt for which we are responsible, you must let us know 
within 72 hours of receiving your quilt. We will use every reasonable means at our disposal to make 
it right. If that is not feasible, Heavenly Stitches, LLC will issue a credit for the cost of quilting labor only. 
Backing, batting, binding and thread charges will NOT be included in the credit. The credit is the 
maximum liability of Heavenly Stitches, LLC and THIS GUARANTY SUPERSEDES AND AND ALL 
GUARANTIES IMPLIED BY LAW, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES FOR 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The credit is redeemable for 
ninety (90) days for the issue date. 

Additional (optional) Services:
Backing assembly <30 min: $10

Complex backing assembly >30 min: $25/hr (min charge 1 hr.) 

Centering quilt top on backing: $25

Binding: $.40/linear inch plus cost of fabric 

(constructed & applied, machine stitched)
Quilt Preparation: $25/hr (min charge 1 hr.)

(pressing tops or backs, trimming excessive threads, etc)
Potential additional costs:

505 Spray Baste $25.75

(If quilts are not square and flat spray baste helps prevent wrinkles and 
tucks. It does not entirely eliminate the potential, though.)
Non-Cotton Backing Surcharge: $10

(Fleece, Minky, Snuggle, etc) 

Total to be carried to the front:

Cost

Cost

$_____________________


